
Negotiation and Bargaining for the Coffee Business Owner  
 

 

 

I’m pleased to be here presenting today.  So often at these coffee conferences, we only talk about coffee.  Different ways of preparing, roasting, processing (English & Spanish), how to start a coffee shop or taste coffee in the cup.  What we don’t often speak about are those things that we all, as business people, 
must do every day (aside from coffee).  We’ve got some of the most educated coffee people in the room today, and hopefully you’ll walk away learning something new from this session that has nothing and everything to do with coffee.



 

 

 

 

We are all 
negotiators

Like it or not, you’re a negotiator; you may not even be aware when it’s happening. When discussing a raise with an employee, obtaining favorable terms from a landlord or tenant, trying to get those hostages back or even choosing a place for lunch with a group of friends, you’re negotiating.



 

 

 

 

Effective 
communication 
can help you to 
get what you want 

Everything that you want is owned by someone else.  Understanding that negotiation is nothing more than a form of communication will help you to get more of what you want, and do so in a fashion that makes others happy too.



 

 

 

 

Poor negotiation 
skills limit your 
ability to reach 
agreement

Failure to communicate successfully will dramatically limit your success in a number of areas.  



 

 

 

 

Simple 
techniques help 
us respond 
appropriately 
when bargaining

The language of negotiation has processes that you can learn, In fact, that I will show you here today that will help you to respond with confidence in high pressure situations. Once you know what pieces of the puzzle you’re missing, you’ll know what to ask for. Confidence is critical to your success as a negotiator.



 

 

 

 

Understanding 
negotiation will 
improve your 
results

Don’t be surprised if you’re suddenly able to dramatically improve your performance at work or home; in the process, you’ll probably have a better time doing it.



 

 

 

 

You need to learn 
the language to 
communicate

Thinking of negotiation as a language, realize that you must understand how to speak that language fluently before it will help you to be a better business person… maybe even be a better friend. 

Everyone’s dialect or “preferred style of bargaining” is a little different, so the first thing that we need to do is figure out what your style is.  



The thief assumes that everyone 
steals

Identifying your bargaining style is important for the reason indicated by the old adage “The Thief Assumes Everyone Steals.”  If you are cooperative, you assume that others are, as well.  If you are competitive and trying to take every last penny, you assume that your competition is too.    

Similar type are naturally effective at successful negotiation and bargaining, however, opposing types may be disastrous: a compromiser offers sensitive information with the expectation that the (unknown) competitive styled person across the table will do the same; the competitor assumes it is a trick and does not 
reciprocate, angering or offending the compromiser. 

G. Richard Shell “Thought Experiment”: You are 1 of 10 people at a big round table in a conference room.  Person enters: I will give $1,000 to each of the first two people that can persuade the person sitting opposite to get up, come around the table, and stand behind his or her chair.  Everyone else gets nothing.



Avoiders don't want to play

Do nothing: The role of an avoider - will assume it is a trick or does not wish to involve themselves in the conflict or confrontation.  “I don’t want to play”



Compromisers will offer to split

Offer to split with the person opposite: The response of a compromiser; wants to maintain fairness and equity in a productive relationship. 



Accommodators hope the others 
will share

Accommodator: Gets up and stands behind the opposite person, hopes that person will share.



The Competitor remains in control

Competitor: Competitors like to win - will get the opposite person to get behind her or her chair and offer to split the money later, AT HIS OR HER DISCRETION.



Problem solvers devise a creative 
solution

Problem Solver: Recommends that each get up and stand behind the others’ chair and each claim $1,000.  A creative solution maximizing the possible return.  Why split $1,000 2 ways when there is $2,000 available?  Problem solving is the hardest to implement.



What do you want?

If you enter a negotiation without knowing what you want, how will you know that you’ve achieved it?  In entering stressful situations you will lose at least major portion of your reasoning ability; understand what you hope to accomplish in advance and carry that knowledge into the negotiation with you. 



Set something reasonable

Moderation is the key to success in many areas.  Although you certainly want to maximize your return from any negotiation, don’t get silly about what you’re requesting.  Try the “laugh test,” if your demands are so extreme that you can’t say it without a chuckle, you’re probably asking for too much.



Don’t focus on the minimum 
objective

Set a goal and not a minimum: to clarify: it is advisable to set a minimum or walk-away price, but also set a goal to aim for.  Walking into your negotiation with only a minimum target gives your mind the perception that any criteria met above that minimum is a victory for the negotiation; in truth, this will focus your 
mind on obtaining the lowest result that is not below your minimum.  Focus on the high goal.



Write it down

Write it down: the simple act of writing down information makes it more real in your own mind.  Visualize the outcome of your success and see it as a reality and you will be more motivated and prepared to make it happen.



Reference an authoritative standard 
or norm

From price lists to precedents, there is usually a standard that can support your goal - identify the one with the greatest credibility, and ideally one used by the opposing party themselves in their own negotiations.



People believe what they read

The reason we do this?  Print is powerful, people do believe what they read (no matter how ridiculous)



Norms play to our sense of order

Norms: “first come, first served”, “it’s my turn!”, “profitability,” “benchmarking,” “seniority” “productivity” 



People hate to contradict 
themselves

People want to appear reasonable and hate being caught in contradiction.  We are all more open to persuasion when we see a proposed course of action as being consistent with a course we have already adopted.   

Humans desire consistency; it truly is the Hobgoblin of Little Minds… 



We prefer to say "yes" to those we 
like

Relationships and understanding your relationship relative to the opportunity is a another critical success factor in successful negotiation.  What parties are most successful working together?  Well… it’s people who like each other, of course.



Personal relationship can hinder 
effectiveness

Whereas friendly business relationships can improve the effectiveness of negotiations, personal relationships can and will hinder it.  Friends and couples in negotiation tend to avoid the stress of dealing with substantial issues that are necessary to obtain the optimal result; meaning they miss some of the more 
creative solutions that may benefit either party.  It is important to involve a neutral 3rd party, particularly as stakes rise.



Networks improve credibility

Networks and referrals improve negotiation success as they build credibility in the mind of the opposite party and make you (at least, appear) more like them.  Humans have a natural psychological tendency to prefer dealing with people like themselves; eliminating obstacles and be more receptive to offers.  Social 
psycologists have confirmed our instincts about this matter, psychologist Robert Cialdini calls this the “liking rule,” stating: We most prefer to say yes to the requests of someone we know and like.



Reciprocity should be genuine

There is a natural predisposition for reciprocity - do for others as they have done for you.  You will feel a natural tug to, for example, send a holiday card to someone that has sent one to you.  Skilled negotiators use this principle to offer gifts, information, concessions that are not necessary, but create a bond of 
reciprocity that can be helpful to gain advances elsewhere.  The best forms of gifts are those which are genuine and involve risk on the part of the giver; however, be aware that you are negotiating with a like styled person, lest they use these gifts to their advantage. 

Be careful in a negotiation that these gifts or offerings are not simply a trap - an intentional disproportional request in exchange for a small offering; for example, as is often seen in junk mailings: receive the free return address label in exchange for your hefty donation.  Where not certain - back away and consider 
the value of the exchange rationally away from the situation before making your decision.



It's not all about you

You must thoughtfully consider your opponent’s position. It is vitally important to obtain any reasonable degree of success that you consider the perspective of the person with whom you are negotiating.  Consider their position and not only anticipate their possible objections, but focus on those positive items on 
which you agree.  



Understand your opponent's 
perspective

Take for example consumer relationships, where most assume that the goal of a seller is to obtain the highest possible price and the goal of a buyer the lowest possible price, there may be another area of common interest: maintaining the satisfaction of the buyer.  So, in this relationship, you find that maintaining 
satisfaction outweighs the seller’s goal of “highest price.”   



Focus on common interests

Unskilled negotiators have the tendency to concentrate the majority of their time only on the differences between parties.  Focusing on common interests allows you to prepare a number of possible winning scenarios, resulting from your creativity and knowledge of the situation and its parties. 



Advance their objectives while 
advancing your own

Based on your information available, picture why they could possibly say “no” or are saying “no” and dig to uncover the rational explanation why - this explanation will probably not be offered by the opposing party.  Focus less on the process of negotiation itself and the reasoning of the other party and alternative 
solutions will present themselves.  

Once you are aware of the other party’s interests, you will obtain the best possible success of advancing their own objectives, while advancing your own.



“Leverage is having something that the other guy wants. 

Or better, needs.  Or best of all, simply cannot do without”  

~ Donald Trump

It is important to consider your leverage in the situation over the other party.  Substantial leverage can allow even a weak negotiator to succeed in difficult situations, whereas only a skilled negotiator succeed with poor or no leverage.



Power does not equal leverage

Understand that leverage does not relate to your economic or physical power; it is a separate and unique concept that is totally dynamic in that it can and will transfer from party to party as the negotiation commences.  Think of the situation where you are trying to feed your child broccoli and they refuse; you are 
obviously stronger and have more financial means, but it is still ultimately the child that has leverage in this situation as he or she must eat the broccoli. 

Think of the concept as “who has the most to lose” from the absence of a deal; in the broccoli situation, you want your child to gain the nutritional value; the child sees no benefit to the nutritional value and dislikes the taste - additionally, that child senses that the issue is important to you and may use this as an 
opportunity to obtain additional consideration (in the form of a dessert, perhaps) in exchange for eating it.



Leverage is fluid

Leverage is always changing -- transferring from one party to another as new information becomes available or as the perception of that information changes.



Leverage is based on the perception 
of reality

Reality is secondary to perception when determining leverage.  Only what you or your opponent believe at the time of the negotiation is material to leverage.  You don’t necessarily have a limited supply of the world’s greatest coffee; however, if that’s what your opponent believes, you’re in the power position with 
the greater leverage.



 

 

 

 

Put the pieces 
together

Now it’s time to prepare our strategy and put some of the principles in action.



Prepare your strategy

Step 1: Success is most likely for those who are prepared to enter a negotiation situation.  Before stepping into any planned negotiation, it is critical that you have a plan.  Most important: write it down. 



Assess your position

Step 2: Objectively evaluation your relationship with the opponent and the likelihood of encountering trouble.



Understand your opponent

Step 3: It is important to clearly place yourself in the position and mindset of the other party, in doing so, gain an clear understanding of the situation - its value, background, interests and intent of the opposition, who has the leverage and design as many potential solutions as you can that will meet your anticipation 
of both shared goals.



Define your goal

Step 4: Have a goal (as we discussed, not a minimum); make sure that your goal is high but reasonable.  Here too, write it down.  It’s important that you focus on the success that is possible, not what you will minimally accept to proceed with the deal.



Exchange information with 
confidence

Step 5: The dreaded information exchange.  This is where you test your strategy in a live discussion with your opponent.   



Establish rapport

Information exchange: upon first entering the negotiation, build rapport, establish yourself as being like the other party (back to relationships), make initial statements and body language regarding leverage, as is appropriate for the situation, and exchange cues regarding the issues at hand and their priority.



Maintain a positive and optimistic 
outlook

Negotiators that remain positive throughout the negotiation are far more likely to reach compromise…



Let the other party offer first

Opening (the moment of fear!) - As a general rule, maintain an optimistic and positive approach with goals on the high but reasonable side of expectations; the degree of which varies based on the relationship expected with the other party and what is at stake.  Allows concessions of minimizing return to “zero-in” 
on an acceptable bargain or conclusion - either by haggling over individual issues (as is most typical) or by integrative bargaining (creating offer packages).  The method of exchange varies on the styles used by each negotiator, for example, cooperative negotiators may freely exchange information and determine 
which packages best suit each other.  As a general rule it is preferable to allow the opposite party to make the first offers regarding price; particularly in those situations where you are dealing with a cooperative negotiator with a positive reputation (for example, Beatle’s Brian Eppstein situation where he proposed 
7.5% of the gross box office profit of “A Hard Day’s Night”  where the producers were sitting across the table willing to accept 25%).



Gain commitment at closing

Negotiation is not just about obtaining an agreement, but rather, to obtaining a commitment.   It is important in closing to ensure that the opposing party has sufficient enforcement, whether this be by way of some kind of mechanism (fee, penalty) or by public pressure (announcement and publicity creating pressure 
or implied accountability).



You draft the agreement

When the agreement has been reached, make sure that your team is responsible for drafting the agreement.  Often times there are minutia in the document left up to interpretation; you want your interpreters to make these decisions.



Simple tactics improve your odds

As we have mentioned, negotiation is a form of communication.  Ultimately, your strategy will determine your potential success; however, it you’re your tactical performance at executing that strategy that will cause success or failure.



Flinching closes the flood gates

Flinch: Regardless of the offer proposed, flinch as if it were too much.



Is this the best that you can do?

Vise: Ask for a better offer: is this the best that you can do? 



Who can resist a little nibble?

Nibble: Consider the psychology of commitment; if told you will be waiting in line for a restaurant for 30 minutes after standing for 5 minutes, you may leave; if already waiting for 20 minutes and told to wait 30 - it is more likely that you will, as you feel more committed to the situation.  (incidentally, this is the reason 
that they don’t hit you with the aftermarket extras (floor mats, rust proofing) until after you have already agreed to purchase the car - even though they are likely well overpriced for their individual value, it seems trivial compared to the amount you have just agreed to pay).  Nibbling works on this principle; you have 
a opposing party relaxed after agreement has been reached, go back and ask for something else.  On average, a good purchaser can gain between 5-10% of the transaction value simply by nibbling for little extras.   



How do we get good at this stuff?

It’s not rocket science.  All that you need to do is learn the fundamentals and continue to practice.  Practice everywhere; use the techniques for everything from flea markets to new vehicle purchases and apply them to your business. 

Negotiation courses are offered at local universities and private institutions.  Wharton and Harvard Business Schools both offer 1 week negotiation intensives as a part of their extension programs. 

Suggested reading: Bargaining for advantage by G. Richard Shell of Wharton University.  Power Negotiating by Roger Dawson



 

 

 

 

Everything you 
want is owned by 
someone else

Ultimately everything material that you want is owned by someone else; it’s going to take good negotiation to get it.



 

 

 

 

Careful planning 
can make you an 
effective 
communicator

Plan through each encounter thoroughly and you will more effectively communicate your position and receive a more receptive response from the opposing party.



 

 

 

 

You can eliminate 
stress and reach 
consensus with 
others 

When you have a plan in place, you will reduce your anxiety in negotiating situations and quickly and effectively reach concensus with others.



 

 

 

 

Better negotiation 
will improve your 
business

Once you’re a better negotiator, you’ll see improvements in many areas of your life, including but not limited to the bottom line.



Andrew Hetzel 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Cafemakers LLC 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